 Contractor Initiates Claim by Submitting a Notice of Claim per GC 8.1

- Is Claim Made Within 10-Days of Event per GC 8.1.2? 
  - YES
  - NO

- Does Notice of Claim Satisfy Requirements of GC 8.1.3? 
  - YES
  - NO

AE Provides Written Response Within 10-Days Per GC 8.1.5

- Did Contractor Certify and Substantiate Claim, and Submit Checklist Within 30-Days per GC 8.2-8.5? 
  - YES
  - NO

AE Submits Written Claim Analysis to PM Within 30-Days per GC 8.8

PM Provides Written Decision to Contractor & AE Within 14-Days per GC 8.9

- PM's Decision is Final Change Order Issued as Applicable per GC 7.3.4 
  - YES
  - NO

- Litigation per GC 8.10.6

Univ. Architect Schedules Meeting with Contractor Within 30-Days per GC 8.10.2

- Univ. Architect Issues Final Written Decision to Contractor Within 14-Days per GC 8.10.3

Claim is Resolved?

- YES
- NO

Timeline
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